
Forklift, shovel,
telescopic handler;

how many machines
is one JCB Teletruk ?



Don’t think of it
as a forklift.

See it as a way
to run one

machine instead
of a fleet and cut

Overhead

If you rely on counterbalance forklifts, whatever your business the
chances are a JCB Teletruk will add value at the bottom line. You can
make financial savings by switching to Teletruk because payback can
equate to the purchase price of one or more machines. 

Some customers have replaced two machines with one Teletruk and
redeployed operators to other duties. That’s a big saving straight to
the bottom line. 

Others have saved by going for our in-cab operator-controlled
quick-disconnect device; Change from forks to an attachment safely
in under 20 seconds. This alone could eliminate the cost of having
several single-function machines at your factory, warehouse and yard.

There’s no mast, giving better visibility with the added advantage of
being able to rotate awkward loads underneath the outstretched
boom. The JCB Teletruk comes with hydrostatic transmission and
sealed brakes as standard, and for those tougher ground conditions
there’s the option of 4x4.

A Teletruk offers improved site safety. Being able to extend the
boom not only allows the operator to reach to the far side of a
wagon bed, but also means the operator stays clear of hazards. 
This is the perfect machine for saving 50% lorry loading space and
getting trucks back on the road again faster. And it’s all due to single-
side-loading.

The benefits in time saving, space saving and through driving down
Overhead means this machine turns conventional thinking on its head.
Don’t think of it as just another forklift; it’s not.









A small FLT and  
loading shovel and 
telescopic handler 
can each do a bit. 

But a JCB Teletruk 
can do it all



Do it all in one.
Choose 2-wheel-

drive or 4x4
with attachments
matched precisely

to your site
conditions

Does your yard suffer from lack of space, which is the
most common problem in pallet re-manufacturing? 

The JCB Teletruk goes a long way to easing the
pressure by loading lorries from one side only, freeing-up
50% of loading space. This also saves time because
there’s no need to travel to both sides. For even more
time saving fit a double pallet handler. Being lightweight,
stacked pallets can be inadvertently pushed out of line by
the next incoming load. But combine forwards reach
with steering on lock and this can easily be corrected by
gently pushing at the side. 

For poor yard surfaces, gradients, and winter snow and
ice choose 4x4 and keep on going.

And if wood chippings or general farm work is a part of
your business add a re-handling shovel on the JCB
Changezee quick-connect system to change from forks
to shovel in less than 30 seconds.

Big financial savings, time savings and space savings are
all possible depending on your specific site applications.
And once you’ve switched to a JCB Teletruk one thing is
sure; it’ll be most unlikely you’ll ever go back to ordinary
forklifts.



Loading a flat bed from one side only, saving 50% of yard loading space.
No conventional forklift can do this



4x4 Teletruk with double pallet handler on a yard with a significant gradient.
No conventional masted forklift can carry on working here in winter snow



By using forwards reach and full steering lock it is quick and easy to exert side
pressure and gently line up the stack. This unique ability can save a lot of time



If you could recover
the entire cost of a

new forklift, why not
order one now !



At JCB we don’t
just aim to sell
you our forklift,

we want to
prove you really

can reap big
financial savings

Recyclers are making huge savings by switching to
the JCB Teletruk Wastemaster because payback can
equate to the purchase price of a machine. Some
have replaced two or three machines with one
Teletruk and redeployed operators to other duties.
That’s a big saving straight to the bottom line.

Others have saved by going for our in-cab operator-
controlled quick-disconnect device; change from
forks to attachment safely in under 20 seconds.
Get curtainsiders loaded safer, and up to 50%
quicker, by loading from one side whilst at the same
time saving 30% of valuable yard space.

Some savings are impossible to quantify, such as
safety. Being able to extend the boom allows the
operator to stay clear of hazards.



Single-side loading straight to the far side



When bales are pyramid stacked for extra stability, or leaning back, it’s simple
and easy to reach forward. Use the 111 degrees of carriage tilt to get the job done



By extending the boom forward both the Teletruk and operator
keep well clear of hazards and danger 



Email Teletruk@jcb.com

Tel: 01538 757568
Find out more about how a JCB Teletruk can save your business time and money.

Ask for an in-depth dealer site-survey using our Teletruk Value Calculator. See the JCB Teletruk in action - go to You Tube.com




